

Divided into three sections: language, literature, history. Incl. list of other papers read at the conference (pp. 311-12).


Classifications:
- A 4.2: Congresses: Rannsachadh na Gàidhlig

1837. Ó Buachalla (Brendán): ‘Common Gaelic’ revisited.


vs. K. Jackson, Common Gaelic, 1951 (BILL 1017). Divides the Gaelic linguistic continuum into Northern and Southern Gaelic, and provides a list of 23 distinctive features of the former.


1339. Heath (Julie): Liberty and tradition: sound patterning in Hebridean prayer and preaching as poetic device and linguistic sign.


1. Introduction; 2. Sound patterning as poetic device: (a) The line; (b) séis, Cultural Resonances, and Linguistic Reinforcement; 3. Sound patterning as linguistic sign; 4. Conclusion.

1340. NicLeòid (Mòrag): An ceangal a tha eadar ceòl is faclan ann an òrain Gàidhlig.

In Rannsachadh na Gàidhlig 1 (2002), pp. 35-44.

On the relationship of musical notes to words and syllables in conservative singing styles in ScG.


Argues that so replaces do as a preverbal particle; evidence mainly from verse texts dated to seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
626. Ó Maolaláigh (Roibeard): ‘Sìubhadaibh a bhálac haibh! Tha an suirbhidh a-nis ullamh agaibh’: mar a dh’éirich do-bh, -mh gun chudrom ann an Gàidhlig Alba.


1342. Grant (Seumas): Gaelic in Western Banffshire: the extent of Gaelic speech in 1881 and the nature of the Gaelic dialect spoken.

In Rannsachadh na Gàidhlig 1 (2002), pp. 75–90.

[1.] Evidence for Gaelic speech in Banffshire in 1881; [2.] Evidence for the Gaelic dialect of Banffshire. Features with corresponding maps discussed incl.: 1. -am, -om; 2. -ail, -oll, -ann, -onn; 3./4. Preaspiration before t and p; 5. -adh > 0; 6. bh > w. 7. Sleneter -an > [n]; 8. -m + f > -m + b.; 9. -n + s > -n + z; 10. -n + f > -n + ð; 11. 'east' (sìos), 'west' (suas); 12. down(wards) (a-bhàn); [3.] Conclusions.

995. Wentworth (Roy): Na bóulaichean aig na Geàrrlaich 's an loch lán diubh: fòinteinn taobhach ann an dualtainn Gàidhlig an Ros an Iar.


On the opposition between original lenited and unlenited l, and the retention of the velarised alveolar lateral.


2063. Dunville (David N.): Ireland and North Britain in the earlier Middle Ages: contexts for Míniugud senchusa ùr na hAlban.

In Rannsachadh na Gàidhlig 1 (2002), pp. 185–212.

With a genealogical chart. Incl. ed. based on Bannerman’s own from MS TCD 1298 and commentary.
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